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HALO INTERIOR DESIGN

Gary Hutton Zinc textile chairs, Romo sofa 
fabric, Rosemary Hallgarten rug and Magni 
cocktail table, all from Thomas Lavin showroom. 
Euro Laguna fireplace. 
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masculine 
chic

FACING THE OCEAN, THIS LAGUNA 
BEACH VACATION HOME EMBODIES A 
CONTEMPORARY AESTHETIC WITH POPS OF 
COLOR AND TOUCHES OF SENSUALITY.

by KARINE MONIÉ
Images by LEE MANNING
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ushing the boundaries and thinking outside 
of the box are talents that not many people 
have. Fortunately, Melissa Vieira Palazzo, 
founder of Halo Interior Design—based in 
Newport Beach—does. Perfectly understanding 
different design periods and how to integrate 
traditional with modern, Vieira Palazzo is used 
to introducing a few vintage pieces or antiques in 
current interiors, creating her own style. 

Located near Victoria Beach, this 
4,000-square-foot house spreads over three 
floors, offering magnificent views all day long 

through floor-to-ceiling windows. “It was a great 
opportunity to do a contemporary style at the 
beach versus a more traditional beach look”, the 
interior designer says. 

The sophisticated interior spaces feature 
charcoal limestone and countertops with glass 
accents mixed with dark wood and ebony-stained 
white oak. “I was designing for a man, so I kept 
the foundation deeper with lighter colors like 
the white walls to add drama with high contrast 
to accent the gorgeous art collection”, Vieira 
Palazzo says. With their bright hues, the abstract 

artworks immediately catch viewers’ attention, 
contrasting with the mostly black-and-white 
theme throughout. “Most of my work always 
uses a pop of color. In this home, I wanted to 
experiment with the deep blood orange and ocean 
teal blues.” 

Having complete freedom to choose every 
detail, Vieira Palazzo also managed all the phases 
of the project. “I usually enjoy the construction 
process but I am most thrilled when the curated 
art collection is installed”, she says. “That is what 
makes a project come to life.” 

P
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Opposite page: Fuse light fixture, chairs and Zinc textile drapery 
from Thomas Lavin showroom. Artwork from Saltman Art.  
Top: Zoffany silk and Zinc textile silk print pillow. Wired Lighting. 
Bottom: Wired Lighting and stone fabrication by Euro Laguna. 
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The use of masculine colors and materials is 
balanced with the softness and sexiness of the 
furniture lines. “My approach is similar in the 
beginning with each project”, says Vieira Palazzo. 
“There is a creative discovery process that I 
personally engage in. I find inspiration in fashion 
and art to develop my palettes and of course I do 
a lot of research for architectural reference and 
relevance. After I complete this stage, the house 
usually comes to life in my mind and I execute 
from there. I rarely veer from my initial vision for 
each project.” §

Top: Holly Hunt chairs and light fixture. 
Artwork from Saltman Art. 
Bottom: Patio by Brown Jordan. 
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